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• Human capital
• Social capital

• Physical capital
• Cultural capital



• You need to be near it to catch it



Recovery should be 

in the 
community

•If you can’t see it, how can you believe in it?



People in recovery become 

• Because they work on themselves and work to stay well.
• They take fewer sick days and they volunteer more.



Building Recovery In Communities
• Recovery is an individual, person-centred journey; 
• Built on the recovery capital available to individuals; 
• In a system that is locally led and locally owned; 
• Where all services are outcome focused; 
• Delivered using a ‘whole systems’ approach; 
• By an inspirational recovery orientated workforce;
• Supported by recovery networks; 
• Keeping children safe and rebuilding families;
• To enable reintegration into communities;
• Tackling housing needs; 
• Helping people find sustained employment.
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3.1 Strategic framework for a Recovery 
Oriented Integrated System of Care (ROISC)

• Promoting Recovery & ROISC awareness 
• CQS survey of SDAP membership
• Workshops & networking events

• Experts by Experience members on SDAP
• ‘Attending Meetings’ workshop with SSAB

• Sandwell Recovery Forum
• First event on 06/12/23, before next SDAP



3.2 Empowering the Recovery Community

A Recovery Networking Conference in September
- presentations, stalls, workshops, goody-bags
- 130 people to promote and celebrate recovery in Sandwell

Co-production
- Conference & Asset-mapping 
- Recovery Forum 
- Representation at SDAP

A community- based recovery offer
- Asset-mapping project
- Recovery directory







3.3 Opportunities for Recovery Building

• Mutual Aid Groups and Meetings 

• Purposeful activities

• Volunteering

• Employability

• Recovery Training Academy

• Fostering Recovery Enterprises (LERO’s)





3.4 Workforce Development
• Promoting awareness and understanding of the ROISC to 

partner organisations.
• Collaborating with Cranstoun and DECCA to develop and 

embed recovery planning skills in D&A workforce.
• Promoting and supporting Cranstoun bespoke training offer 

to all partners and developing targeted programs for staff in 
housing and probation services, as recommended by the 
Linxs report.

• Roll-out of SBIT Practitioner Training with Cranstoun and 
DECCA.

• Develop a D&A Recovery training program that is delivered by 
people with lived experience.



Benefits of a ROISC

•Recovery provides hope to workers and 
clients

•It is an evidence based approach for 
individuals, families and communities

•Recovery is a force for positive social 
change



A genuinely Recovery Oriented Integrated 
System of Care looks like this:

 Real informed choices at each stage of treatment process

 Peer to peer support

 Mutual aid

 Assertive link between treatment & recovery support

 Long-term pathways to recovery

 No stuck staff and no stuck clients

 Recovery awareness throughout the care system & the community

 Lived Experience Recovery Organisations

 Supportive peer recovery activities and networks

 Celebrations of success





Progress so far
• The Sandwell Recovery Implementation Plan published June 2023.
• ROISC Awareness sessions delivered to SDAP partners and Public 

Health
• Monthly Recovery newsletter promoting groups, activities and 

services to support recovery across Sandwell, since July 2023.
• A coproduction group of eight people with lived and living experience 

met for ten weeks from July to September to plan a Recovery 
Conference.

• Visits to local LERO projects in neighbouring localities.
• Recovery Event 4 Sandwell attended by 130 people
• Watch the video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSQtj1JsQYI

on the “Recovery is Contagious” YouTube channel.



Small Grants for Recovery Projects of up to £10k awarded to 
nine Community Groups and local Charities to offer a range of 
Recovery Support Services (RSS) 



• Article about the Recovery Conference published in the Sandwell 
Herald.

• “Recovery” tab and #Recovery search option added to the SCVO 
Routes2wellbeing directory of services across Sandwell 

Coming up:
• Training workshop for Experts by Experience on attending meetings 

and representing the recovery community, on 01/12/23.
• First meeting of Sandwell Recovery Forum for people with lived and 

living experience of treatment and/ or recovery on 06/12/23 
• The SDAP Board welcome three Experts by Experience to represent 

the recovery community at the next meeting on 13/12/23.
• Asset Mapping activity will be arranged at the 1st recovery Forum, to 

review the directory adding the #Recovery, where appropriate.





Thank you \


